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Building a Technical Foundation for Efficient Operations
RealFoundations has decades of experience helping real estate organizations leverage enabling technologies and applications,
and we have influenced the creation of new tools and technologies to help real estate organizations run better. With our vast
knowledge of the entire spectrum of real estate-specific tools and applications, we help ensure that you are appropriately
leveraging available tools, that you have a plan for the future and that your technology infrastructure supports your business
model and goals.

Components

Making Real Estate Run Better

Our Technology service comprises the following components:

To learn more about our Technology service
or putting RealFoundations’ global real
estate focus and experience to work for your
organization, visit www.realfoundations.net
or contact us at info@realfoundations.net

• Technology Architecture: RealFoundations works with you to understand your business strategy
and long-range objectives, and we then develop a blueprint for the core technology infrastructure that is best for your business. We recommend and implement technology components that
provide flexibility, scalability and the greatest return on investment for your organization.
• Business Intelligence: Business Intelligence requires business agreement on business measures
and trusted data to populate those measures. Our BI service helps you clearly define the business
questions you want answered, and then we help you determine the best method to package
and present data to receive these answers in a visually intuitive way, providing you transparency
needed to recognize threats and opportunities.
Cloud Strategy & Migration: RealFoundations works with you to determine the best cloud computing strategy for your organization—one that keeps technology evaluations and investments
aligned with your overall business strategy. We help you plan for an IT architecture that provides
both agility and security, as well as your company’s unique needs and circumstances and we can
help you migrate from your current environment to the cloud-enabled infrastructure.
• Software Implementation & Integration: Our Software Implementation and Integration
services are designed to ensure that the software being implemented meets a business need or
addresses a business problem. We ensure it is designed to work in your unique business environment. Once the software is designed, it is configured and rigorously tested, and data from existing
systems is migrated and reviewed for completeness and accuracy. All configuration decisions are
captured and documented, user procedures are established, knowledge is transferred and users
are trained so those using the application know how to do their job utilizing the software.
• Mobility: Having a solid, structured approach to mobile enablement means understanding what
needs to be accessible from outside of the office, who needs access to what, what connectivity is
required, what devices must be supported, and how that is all likely to evolve in the foreseeable future. RealFoundations creates a solid, structured approach to mobile enablement by helping you
define your business goals, choose the appropriate devices and connectivity options, and develop
an end-to-end security strategy.

Benefits
RealFoundations’ Technology service maximizes your technology return on investment. We help
you gather and understand data to support business decisions; develop a cloud computing
strategy for optimal agility and security; configure, test and implement new software technologies;
and establish the most secure, cost-effective mobility strategy for your organization.
With a wealth of experience developing and delivering technology solutions to hundreds of
real estate firms around the world, RealFoundations has the expertise to build a technology
infrastructure that supports your business goals.
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